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Year 2 Home Learning
Learning Log: Pack 10
Support for Home Learning can be found at Y.2@arkbentworthprimary.org
Learning can be accessed through your child’s account on the following:
DB Primary
https://arkbentworth-lbhf.secure-dbprimary.com/
Mathletics
https://www.mathletics.com/uk/

However, we recommend that this is in addition to the times below.
Please do not feel pressured to finish all the material in one week. However, we will continue to
give out new packs each week to ensure full coverage of the curriculum.
Children should read for 20 minutes daily. Free online books can be found on
oxford owl. Additionally, weekly books will be set on Epic books on a FridayFriday basis.
Firstly, there are some multi-syllabic words for your child to read to you. They
may read these quite quickly or they may need support in decoding the word.
To push your child further you could write them on slips of paper and have your
child read them quickly as you flip from one to the next. You can also ask your
child to put the word into a sentence to aid their understanding.
Reading

This week I have set questions based on the ‘Mama Panya’s Pancakes’ book set
on EPIC books. Please read the note I have attached to the question page, this
explains that the story is not a representation of the whole of Kenya but could
represent some village areas. Your child should read the book page by page and
answer the questions attached to that page, I don’t advise your child to read the
whole book and answer the questions after as the book has many pages. You
can mark the questions together and they can edit any questions they didn’t get
right, in a different colour. Answers are at the back of the pack. This task can of
course be separated into daily tasks (a few pages a day) as this is what we would
do at school.
Ruth Miskin phonics streams daily lessons on YouTube, which are very helpful,
your child would benefit from revision of set 2 or set 3 sounds.

Writing

Handwriting- This week were are using our ‘am’ and ‘ap’ joins from last week
to join the words ‘ramp’ ‘lamp’ ‘lap’ and ‘tap’ ,there will be a video on DB
primary to support, this can be found on the Year 2 ‘handwriting’ page. I
recommend your child attempting the joins first on a whiteboard or separate
piece of paper to perfect the movements required. If they are confident they can
do this on lined paper or in a writing book. If they need some support, they can
complete the joins in a handwriting book, examples of both are in the pack.
If you feel that your child is not quite ready for joining, that is absolutely fine,
they should continue with their letter formation. There is a letter formation
sheet attached for their practice. They should also practise the letter formations
on lined paper too.
Grammar- This week, we are focusing on capital letters, full stops and
question marks. There is a worksheet for your child to complete on this. Please
remind your child that capital letters are needed at the beginning of sentences,
Aiming High, Achieving Together

for names and places and for words such as ‘I, I’m, I’ll and I’ve’ etc. There is also
a task on DB for your child to complete called ‘Punctuation 1’.
Writing- In writing this week we are writing a short story that explains how a
plant came to look the way it was or how it came to get its name. This is a
creative writing piece, so it should be fictional, not a scientific explanation. I
have attached my model called ‘The Upside Down Tree’ for your child to read
and complete a couple of tasks on. At the pack of the pack you will find a sheet
of unusual looking plants or trees for your child to have a look at. They could
choose one a plant or tree from that sheet or they could research their own
using kiddle.co. Once they have chosen one, they should complete the questions
based on their plant/tree. I have then attached a simplified story plan
‘beginning, middle and end’ for your child to plan out their ideas. I have also
included a word mat of plant based vocabulary and an adjective sheet that
would be helpful for their story. If they find this story writing challenging, they
can stick very close to mine but changing some details e.g. the plant, characters
of location of the story. I will be uploading various examples of story ideas onto
DB on Wednesday on the Year 2 Literacy ‘pack 10’ tab.
Additionally, Youtube provides great videos of these plants in their natural
habitat, a great one can be found on the Telegraph Plant (Dancing plant).

Maths

Spelling

The wider
Curriculum

In maths this week, we are continuing with our unit ‘Measures: Mass and
Volume’. This unit continues to explore volume and capacity with litres and
millilitres. In school, this unit would be taught through experiments and
demonstrations with the use of thermometers and measuring jugs or
containers. If possible, please demonstrate the concepts taught using the
measuring equipment you have at home as this will support their
understanding greatly.
The pack sessions run as lessons with slides to assist the learning, they include
mini tasks throughout and larger tasks at the end. Please talk through the slides
with your child to aid their understanding. Task examples and answers are at
the back of pack where necessary.
Spelling will be uploaded weekly onto DB Primary, this will roll on a
Wednesday to Wednesday basis. General spelling practice can be found on DB
as well. Your child can practise their common exception words by writing them
out. They can also put them into sentences to aid their understanding.
Humanities- We are continuing with our unit, which is ‘Kenya: a contrasting
location’. This unit builds on your child’s geography skills and will require them
to compare the place in which they live to Kenya. This session focuses on Urban
Kenya.
Science- We are continuing with our unit on ‘Plants’, this session focuses on
what plants need to stay healthy. Discussions based around this at home or on
walks are encouraged and would help your child to develop skills needed for
scientific explanation, you could ask them ‘Is this plant healthy? How do you
know?’ In school, we would be growing our own plants for this unit, so if you
could do that at home it would be amazing! This will help your child with their
understanding of how plants grow.
Art- It would be great if you could make some puppets to accompany your
creative story for this week. For example, I would create a Baobab tree and
some gods for my story.
PSHE- I have attached a ‘mindfulness’ colouring sheet for your child to
complete when they need a break or when they would like to colour. The aim of
this activity is to give them something calming to do. At school we occasionally
play ‘relaxing music’ when completing such activities, so if they could listen to
Aiming High, Achieving Together

some at home too, that would be great.
French- Fortnightly, there will be a video/activity on the DB year 2 blog.
Additionally, Duolingo has a great website/app that can support with the
teaching of French.
Music-.There is a great link on the Year 2 page under ‘Music’, there are some
singing games and activities for your children to complete on there. Links will
be uploaded fortnightly.
Computing- activities will be uploaded on a Wednesday- Wednesday basis.
PE- I recommend the Joe Wicks home workouts, they are streamed at 9am, but
can be watched at any time on catch-up. These clips can be found on YouTube.
Extra
Activities
Websites

Learn how to do a cartwheel.
Learn how to tie your laces.
The following websites are offering a variety of resources free to parents:

-

www.twinkl.co.uk./offer (Code: UKTWINKLHELPS)
https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/primary/zd7p47h
https://www.topmarks.co.uk/maths-games/hit-the-button
https://home.oxfordowl.co.uk/
https://www.kiddle.co/
https://www.dublinzoo.ie/
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize
https://www.tate.org.uk/kids
https://www.duolingo.com/
https://www.getepic.com/
https://mathsbot.com/
https://britishmuseum.withgoogle.com/

Many thanks for your continued support,
Miss Squillaci
Year 2 Teacher

Aiming High, Achieving Together
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Epic books: ‘Mama Panya’s Pancakes’
Please read/discuss this with your child: Please note that this is a village tale, the images you
see in the book show what Kenya might look like in a village. This is not a representation of what the
whole of Kenya is like/looks like. Also, this book was published in 2005, life in Kenya is very different
now.
Pages 5-6
1) What was Mama Panya doing as she kicked sand with her feet and doused the fire? Tick one
Singing
Dancing
Whistling
Humming

2) ‘ “Adika, hurry up,” she called cheerfully.’
Which word tells you how Mama Panya was feeling? Underline it in the sentence above.

3) Which adjective was used to describe Adika’s shirt? _________________________
4) Which adjective was used to describe Adika’s shorts? ________________________
Pages 7-8
5) Where was Adika sat? _______________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
Pages 11-12
6) Why did Mama ask “Habari Za Asubuhi?” softly?
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
Pages 13-14
7) What were the names of Adika’s friends?
________________________ and ___________________________________
8) Why do you think Mama Panya was frowning as she thought about the coins in her wrap?
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
Pages 17-18

9) Why did Mama try to catch up to Adika when he went over to his friend Gamila?
__________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
Pages 19-20
10) How much flour did Bibi Zawenna give Mama and Adika in the end? Tick one
•

1 cup of flour

•

Half a cup of flour

•

2 cups of flour

Pages 21-22
11) Which adjective is used to describe the pepper? _________________________
12) ‘Mama just sighed’
Why did Mama sigh?
•

She had ran out of money

•

She was hungry

•

She was fed up of Adika inviting more people over

•

She was tired

Pages 27-28
13) What did Gamila arrive with?
_________________________________________________________________________
Pages 29-30
14) Complete this sentence with the missing words.
When Rafiki Kaya arrived, she brought _________________ of salt and ___________________
spice, along with her __________________ __________________.
Pages 31-32
15) Where did they sit to have their feast?
__________________________________________________________________________

16) Why do you think Adika is sure that Mama will make pancakes again soon?
__________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________

Pages 35-36
17) Find and copy two facts about living things from this page, you can draw it as well.

___________________________________________________
___________________________________________________
___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________
___________________________________________________
___________________________________________________

Pages 39-40
18) Find and copy two facts from this page.

•

____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________

•

____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________

Handwriting
This week in handwriting we are using our 'am' Handwriting videos are
and 'ap' joins from last week to join the words: uploaded onto DB on Monday
'ramp', 'lamp, 'lap' and 'tap'. As always, practicing mornings to support with this.
on a whiteboard or a big piece of paper is a good
idea before putting it onto lined paper.
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Correct the Sentence Punctuation
Write the correct sentence underneath by adding in capital letters, full stops and
question marks.

1. my brother’s dog is called tess

2. on sunday she went to the park

3. the titanic sank in 1912

4. toby and mark are going to spain in march

5. martha took her children to the zoo yesterday

6. when i go to the shop, i will get some crisps

7. sameera and i are going to town on friday

8. did you sell buns at the fair

9. my mum has a cat he is called tom

10. have you got a dress for the prom

The Upside Down Tree
Many people have wondered why the Baobab tree’s
branches look like roots, this story explains why…
A long, long, long, time ago the gods made the world.
They made luscious lands and calming seas. They made
interesting animals and extraordinary plants. One day, they even made a talking tree,
the Baobab tree.
At first, they were delighted with it. They watered it with showers of rain and they
sent the sun to warm its fresh leaves. The Baobab tree talked, chattered, babbled
and whispered throughout each day, but it didn’t talk about the gentle rain or the
shining sun. Instead, the Baobab tree moaned, groaned and grouched all day longand all night too. The Baobab tree could always find something to be miserable
about. This griping and whinging prevented the gods from getting on with their work
in peace.
When they grew a forest of thick, dense trees, the Baobab really complained. “Not
fair!” it whined. “I want to be taller. Make me taller.” By now, the gods were furious
with the ungrateful Baobab tree. So they flew down to see it.
“Stop moaning or else,” they warned. The gods sighed and went back to completing
their work, making wonderful trees that grew juicy, gripe fruit.
“I want fruit,” bellowed the Baobab tree. “Can you hear me? I demand to have some
fruit!”
“Stop!” cried the gods. “We can’t bear it any more. Stop talking, complaining,
moaning and groaning!”
They grabbed the Baobab tree, flipped it upside down, made a hole and thrust the
tree into the ground. The Baobab tree was completely silent for the first time in its
life. Its mouth was so full of earth, it couldn’t make a sound.
No one has ever heard the Baobab tree say another word.

This is your plan for your story, choose your plant from the images
in the back of the pack or from kiddle.co. Your task is to explain
why a plant looks a certain way or has a strange name. For
example; A Dragon Tree is called a Dragon tree because a
ferocious dragon was punished by a Wizard who trapped it in the
tree.(Use the adjectives on the next pages to help you in your story)
Your plant story
What is the name of your plant?
Draw it in the box.

_________________________
__________________________
In which country can your plant be found?
________________________________________
________________________________________
What is special/unique about your plant?
________________________________________
________________________________________
How could your plant have gotten its name?
________________________________________
________________________________________
________________________________________
________________________________________
________________________________________
Are there any other characters in your story?
________________________________________
________________________________________

Beginning

Middle

Story Planner
End

bristly

colourful

blossoming

feathery

blooming

leafy

exotic

tall

beautiful

prickly

bushy

Plants Word Mat

attractive

spiky

green

hardy

thorny

delicate

Objects

bright
clear
distinct
drab
elegant
filthy
gleaming
grotesque
long
magnificent
precious
sparkling
spotless
strange
unsightly
unusual
valuable

People

adorable
adventurous
aggressive
annoying
beautiful
caring
confident
clumsy
confident
considerate
excitable
glamorous
grumpy
happy
helpful
important
intimidating
obnoxious
odd
talented
thoughtless
timid
handsome
brave
calm
cheerful
comfortable
courageous
determined
eager
elated
encouraged
energetic
excited
exuberant
fantastic
fine
healthy
joyful
pleasant
relieved

Comfortable
feelings
angry
annoyed
anxious
ashamed
awful
bewildered
bored
confused
defeated
defiant
depressed
disgusted
disturbed
dizzy
embarrassed
envious
frightened
hungry
lonely
scared
terrified
worried

Uncomfortable
feelings

Adjectives
big
colossal
enormous
gigantic
great
huge
immense
large
little
long
mammoth
massive
meagre
mighty
miniature
minuscule
petite
puny
short
tall
teeny
tiny

Size
ancient
brief
early
fast
late
modern
old
quick
rapid
short
slow
swift
young

Time

Maths: Session 1-To compare millilitres and litres using fractions.

Find 1 and { of these shapes.

Find 1 and } of 8.
What would! of 8 be?

-

-

fractions
one half* double
*

* one quarter

two quarters

three quarters
millilitre
volume

*

litre
capacity

2 litres= _______ml
3litres= ________ ml

Using the previous task, complete the part-whole model below
using numbers.

__________ ml

Remember: 1000ml= 1 L
There are four groups, so each group represents
quarter) of 1000ml (the whole)
1) What is

of 1000ml? _____________

2) What is

of 1 L? _________________

3) What is

of 1 L? ________________

(one

Divide 1 L equally
between 4
containers

1L= ______ml
1000ml=____L

You are going to divide 1 L
between 4 containers.

Task 1a- partition 1 L between four containers by cutting out the dienes on
the side and sticking them over the container image. (Remember the groups
must be equal)

Task 1b: Have a look at these containers...

•
•
•
•
•

Which container is half of one litre? _________
Which is one quarter of one litre? _________
Which is double one litre?
_________
Which is half of two litres?
_________
Which is half of 500 ml?
_________

Complete the blanks in the tables below.

There are three 500 ml juice cartons.
How much juice is there altogether?

mll
__

or

I

LI

The garden sprinklers were on for 3 hours.
They sprayed 3 L of water every hour.
How much water was sprayed during the
3 hours?

Note: 1500ml can also be shown as I L 500ml

Task 1c: Complete the word problems below, you will need
the table you filled in from earlier.
Half and double
Convert the following measurements:
1000 ml = 1 l

1

3l =

ml

4000 ml =

l

1
2

ml

2500 ml =

l

6000 ml =

l

1
2

l=

l =

ml

ml

David drank 7 l of water in one week.
Peter drank double this amount.
How much water did Peter drink?

l

An adult was told to take 20 ml of medicine each day. A child was told to take half this
amount each day.

How much medicine should the child take each day?

ml

How much medicine will a child take in one week?

ml

One bucket of water holds 1 12 litres of water.

How much water will two buckets hold?

Remember:

If you halve something,you divide it into 2 groups
Doubling is the same as multiplying by 2

l

Session 2: To use millilitres as a unit of measurement

These containers are measured in millilitres (ml)

Can you find any containers around your house that measure in millilitres?

Capacity - the amount of liquid a container
can hold.
Volume - The amount of liquid, or other
substance, that is in the container.
Task 2a: Look around your house for some containers, organise
them into 'millilitres' or 'litres' depending on what they are measured
in.
E.g.. Yoghurt pot

E.g.. Milk carton

Task 2b: Complete the worksheet below, look back on
the meaning of the words 'capacity' and 'volume' if you are
not sure.

Capacity and Volume

Can you draw a line on each container to show the water level at the
correct volume?

half full
nearly full
nearly empty
Which container has the smallest capacity? Circle one.

Which container has the greatest capacity? Circle one.

Which container has the greatest capacity? Circle one.

Which container has the smallest capacity? Circle one.

full

Session 3: To compare and order millilitres and litres

Quick task:

Task 3b: Complete the worksheet below.
Comparing volumes

200 ml

600 ml

Ian

Nessa

400 ml

500 ml

Stuart

Rob

Who has the most milk?

Who has the least milk?

Order the amounts from least to most.

<

<

<

least

most

Ian has more milk than Nessa. How much more?
600 ml

ml
200 ml

How much milk do all four children have altogether?

l

ml

